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Let A(x)=adxd+ } } } +a0 be the minimal polynomial of : over Z. Recall that
the denominator of :, denoted den(:), is defined as the least positive integer n for
which n: is an algebraic integer. It is well known that den(:)|ad . In this paper we
study the density of algebraic numbers : of fixed degree d such that den(:)=ad . We
show that this density is given by
`
p \1&
1
p3
(1&1pd&1)
p3(1&1pd+1)+ .
Note that the above density approaches 1`(3) as d  . As a result, we show,
loosely speaking, that the chance that an algebraic number : satisfies den(:)=ad
is 1`(3). In order to prove these results we introduce the concept of the
denominator of an integer polynomial A. Several formulas for computing
denominators of integer polynomials are derived.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let : be an algebraic number. Recall that the denominator of :, denoted
den(:), is defined as the least positive integer n for which n: is an algebraic
integer. The minimal polynomial of : over Z is defined as the integer poly-
nomial with root : which is irreducible over Z[x] and has positive leading
coefficient. If A(x)=di=0 aix
i is the minimal polynomial of : over Z, it is
well known (see, e.g., [4]) that ad: is an algebraic integer. Hence, the
denominator of : exists and we have
den(:)ad . (1)
Denominators of algebraic numbers often arise in transcendental number
theory. In fact, Lang [1] and Waldschmidt [4] consider the following
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inequality to be ``fundamental'' to the subject: If : is a nonzero algebraic
number of degree d, then
&2d max(log |:|, log den(:))log |:|, (2)
where |:| is the maximum modulus of the conjugates of :. Transcendental
number theorists often use (1) to remove the dependence on den(:) in (2).
For this reason, it is natural to ask the following questions:
Question 1. For what proportion of the algebraic numbers of degree d
does equality hold in (1)?
Question 2. For what proportion of all algebraic numbers does equality
hold in (1)?
Regarding these questions, it should be noted that examples for which
(1) holds with strict inequality are easy to produce. For instance, if : is a
root of 4x2+2x+1, then den(:)=2.
In addressing the above questions, we found it useful to introduce the
concept of the denominator of an arbitrary integer polynomial. Given an
integer polynomial A with roots :k , 1kd, define the denominator of A,
denoted den(A), to be the least positive integer n for which n:k is an
algebraic integer for 1kd. For the sake of completeness, we define the
denominator of the zero polynomial to be 0 and the denominator of a non-
zero constant polynomial to be 1. It follows that for A, B # Z[x], we have
den(AB)=lcm(den(A), den(B)). (3)
Furthermore, if A is the minimal polynomial of : over Z, then
den(:)=den(A). (4)
In Section 2, several formulas are given in Theorem 1 for computing the
denominator of an integer polynomial. In Section 3 we present preliminary
estimates which will be needed in the subsequent sections. In Section 4 we
study the density of primitive integer polynomials A(x)=di=0 aix
i of fixed
degree d1 which have the property that
den(A)=|ad |.
We show in Theorem 2 that this density is given by
`
p \1&
1
p3
(1&1pd&1)
(1&1pd+1)+ , (5)
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where the product is taken over all primes p. As a corollary, we prove that
the answer to Question 1 is also given by the constant in (5). In addressing
Question 2, we computed the density of algebraic numbers of degree at
most d for which den(:)=ad , and let d  . In this sense, the answer to
Question 2 is shown to be 1`(3)=0.8319... , which arises when d   in
(5). Some related problems are discussed in Section 5.
2. Computing Denominators
Our first lemma provides, among other things, a means of determining
if an integer multiple of a given algebraic number is an algebraic integer.
Lemma 1. Let :i , 1id, denote the roots of A(x)=adxd+ } } } +a0 #
Z[x]. If n is a nonzero integer, then n:i is an algebraic integer for all i if
and only if (ndad)A(xn) # Z[x].
Proof. First, suppose that (ndad) A(xn) # Z[x]. Since (ndad) A(xn) is
monic with roots n:i , 1id, we have n:i is an algebraic integer for
all i.
Conversely, assume n:i is an algebraic integer for all i. We first prove the
result in the case where A is primitive. We proceed by induction on the
number of irreducible factors m of A over Z[x]. Suppose m=1. Let M(x)
be the monic minimal polynomial of n:1 over Z. Since :1 is a root of
M(nx) we have A(x)|M(nx) over Q[x]. Since n:1 is a root of A(xn) we
have M(x)|A(xn) over Q[x]. It follows that deg M=deg A, and hence
there exists a constant * # Q such that *M(x)=A(xn). As M(x) is monic
we have *=ad nd, and since M(x) # Z[x] we have (ndad) A(xn) # Z[x].
Next suppose that the result has been established for all mk and that
A has k+1 irreducible factors over Z[x]. Let A(x)=B(x) C(x) be a non-
trivial factorization of A over Z[x]. By Gauss' Lemma, B(x) and C(x) are
primitive. Let B have degree e and leading coefficient be , and let C have
degree f and leading coefficient cf . By the induction hypothesis, both
(nebe) B(xn) and (n fcf) C(xn) are in Z[x]. Hence, their product is also
in Z[x], completing the induction when m=k+1.
Finally, suppose A(x)=cB(x) where c is the content of A. Note that A
and B have the same roots. Furthermore,
nd
ad
A(xn)=
nd
adc
B(xn) # Z[x],
since B is primitive. Lemma 1 follows. K
Using the preceding lemma we now develop three formulas for comput-
ing by the denominator of an integer polynomial.
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Theorem 1. Let A(x)=adxd+ } } } +a0 # Z[x] be a nonconstant poly-
nomial of degree d. Then den(A)|ad and
(i) den(A)=min[n1: n|ad , (ndad)A(xn) # Z[x]],
(ii) den(A)=min[n1: n|ad , ad(ad , ad&j) |n j (1jd )],
(iii) den(A)=>p|ad p
np
where
np=max[0, max
1 j d
W(&p(ad)&&p(ad&j))j X]
and &p(m) denotes the exponent of the largest power of p dividing m.
Proof. To see that den(A) | ad , note that den(A) is a generator of the
ideal in Z given by [n # Z: n:i is an algebraic integer for all i]. Formula (i)
now follows from Lemma 1 after taking a minimum over positive divisors
of ad .
To prove (ii), note that for n1, we have from (i) that
:
d
j=0
n jad&j
ad
xd&j # Z[x] 
n jad&j
ad
# Z (1 j d )

n j
ad (ad , ad&j )
}
ad&j
(ad , ad&j )
# Z (1 j d ),
which is equivalent to
ad
(ad , ad&j) } n j (1 j d ).
Taking a minimum over n yields the result.
Finally, to prove (iii), note that if ad(ad , ad&j) | n j for 1 jd, then
&p(ad(ad , ad&j))&p(n j).
Hence, for each j we have
max[0, &p(ad)&&p(ad&j)]j&p(n),
which by (ii) implies the result. K
Note that from (4) and Theorem 1 we have a simple proof that the
denominator of a given algebraic number is effectively computable (i.e.,
there is an algorithm for computing den(:) given a knowledge of the coef-
ficients of the minimal polynomial of : over Z).
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Corollary. Let A(x)=ad xd+ } } } +a0 # Z[x] be a nonconstant poly-
nomial of degree d. Then
ad
(ad , ad&1) } den(A).
Proof. The result is a special case of Theorem 1(ii). K
The importance of this corollary is that it yields a best possible lower
bound for den(A).
3. Preliminary Estimates
In order to facilitate over later work we will need to estimate the
cardinality of several sets. First, let
Pd (H)={A(x)= :
d
i=0
aixi # Z[x]: ad {0, |ai |H, A(x) is primitive= .
In [2], it is proved that for fixed d1 and H2
|Pd (H)|=
(2H)d+1
`(d+1)
+{O(H log H ),Od (Hd ),
for d=1
for d2.
(6)
Roughly speaking, this says that the chance that a degree d integer polyno-
mial is primitive is 1`(d+1). Next, let
Id (H)=[A(x) # Pd (H): A(x) is irreducible over Z[x]].
In [3, Part Eight, Chapter 5, Problem 266], it is proved that for fixed d1
and H2
|Id (H)|=
(2H)d+1
`(d+1)
+Od (Hd log2 H). (7)
Thus, almost all primitive polynomials of degree d are irreducible. Finally,
define
Sr={ :
d
i=0
aixi # Pd (H): r2 |ad , r| ad&1= . (8)
Lemma 2. Let d2 be fixed and let 1rH. Then
|Sr |=
(2H)d+1
`(d+1)r3
`
p|r
(1&1pd&1)
(1&1pd+1)
+Od \H
d log(r+1)
r + .
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Proof. For r=1 note that S1=Pd (H). The result now follows from (6).
Henceforth, assume r2. For notational convenience, we will not explicitly
write the assumption that 0id in the summands below. We have
|Sr |= :
(a d , ..., a0)=1
|ai | H, a d{0
r2 |ad , r| a d&1
1= :
r 2 |a d , r| a d&1
|a i |H, a d{0
:
k | (a d , ..., a0)
+(k)
= :
r 2 |ad , r| a d&1
|ai |H, ad{0
:
k | ai
+(k)= :
kH
+(k) :
r2 |kb d , r| kbd&1
|bi |Hk, bd{0
1
where ai=kbi for all i. Continuing,
|Sr |=:
s|r
:
(k, r)=s
kH
+(k) :
r 2 |kbd , r| kbd&1
|b i |Hk, b d{0
1
= :
s | r
:
(m, rs)=1
mHs
+(ms) :
(r2s) |mbd , (rs)| mb d&1
|b i |Hms, bd{0
1
where k=ms. Observe that the term +(ms) ensures that (m, s)=1. This
along with (m, rs)=1 is equivalent to (m, r)=1. Thus, (r2s) | bd and
(rs) | bd&1. Now, let (r2s) cd=bd , (rs) cd&1=bd&1 , and ci=bi for
0id&2. Then,
|Sr |= :
s | r
+(s) :
(m, r)=1
mHs
+(m) :
0<|cd |Hmr2, |cd&1 |Hmr
|c i |Hms (0id&2)
1. (9)
Using the fact that sr, the inner sum equals
\ 2Hmr2+O(1)+\
2H
mr
+O(1)+\2Hms +O(1)+
d&1
=
(2H)d+1
md+1sd&1r3
+Od \ H
d
mdsd&1r+ .
Inserting this estimate in (9) yields two terms M and R, where
M=
(2H)d+1
r3
:
s | r
+(s)
sd&1
:
(m, r)=1
mHs
+(m)
md+1
=
(2H)d+1
r3
:
s | r
+(s)
sd&1
:

m=1
(m, r)=1
+(m)
md+1
&
(2H)d+1
r3
:
s | r
+(s)
sd&1
:
(m, r)=1
m>Hs
+(m)
md+1
=
(2H)d+1
`(d+1) r3
`
p | r
(1&1pd&1)
(1&1pd+1)
+Od \Hr + .
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Similarly, since d2 we have
R<<
Hd
r
:
s | r
1
sd&1
:
(m, r)=1
mHs
1
md
<<
H d log r
r
,
and the log r term can be removed for d3. K
4. Asymptotic Density Results
Let A(x)=adxd+ } } } +a0 . With the completion of 93 we are in a posi-
tion to compute the asymptotic density of primitive polynomials A with
den(A)=|ad |. Define
P d (H)={A(x)= :
d
i=0
aixi # Pd (H): den(A)=|ad |= .
Theorem 2. Let d1 be fixed. Uniformly for H2 we have
|P d (H)|
|Pd (H)|
=`
p \1&
1
p3
(1&1pd&1)
(1&1pd+1)++Od \
log2 H
H + .
Proof. Since P 1(H)=P1(H) the result follows from (6) when d=1.
Assume d2. Using Theorem 1(i), den(A){|ad | if and only if there exists
a prime p such that p | ad and n=ad p satisfies (ndad) A(xn) # Z[x]. In
other words, den(A){|ad | if and only if p | ad and
\1, ad&1p ,
ad&2ad
p2
,
ad&3 a2d
p3
, ...,
a0ad&1d
pd + # Zd+1.
As A(x) is primitive, these conditions are equivalent to p2 | ad and p | ad&1.
Thus,
{A(x)= :
d
i=0
ai xi # Pd (H): den(A){|ad |== .pH Sp ,
where Sp is defined in (8). Note, from the definition of Sr , we have
S1=Pd (H), Sr=p | rSp when r2 is squarefree, and Sr=< when
r>- H. Since
P d (H)=S1& .
pH
Sp ,
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the inclusion-exclusion principle gives
|P d (H)|=|S1 |+ :
2rH
+(r) } ,p | r Sp }
= :
1rH
+(r)|Sr |. (10)
Applying Lemma 2, we break this sum into a main term M and a remain-
der term R. We have
M=
(2H)d+1
`(d+1)
:
1rH
+(r) `
p | r
1
p3
(1&1pd&1)
(1&1pd+1)
=
(2H)d+1
`(d+1)
`
p \1&
1
p3
(1&1pd&1)
(1&1pd+1)+
+
(2H)d+1
`(d+1)
:
r>H
+(r) `
p | r
1
p3
(1&1pd&1)
(1&1pd+1)
.
Clearly, the last summation is <<r>H 1r3<<1H2. As for R, we have
R<<Hd :
1rH
log(r+1)
r
<<Hd log2 H.
Combining M and R gives
|P d (H)|=
(2H)d+1
`(d+1)
`
p \1&
1
p3
(1&1pd&1)
(1&1pd+1)++Od (Hd log2 H). (11)
Dividing this by the expression for |Pd (H)| given in (6) proves the theorem.
K
We are now in a position to answer Questions 1 and 2. For this purpose,
let : be an algebraic number of degree d with minimal polynomial over Z
given by A(x)=adxd+ } } } +a0 , and let H(:)=max0id |ai | denote the
height of :. Further, let l.c.(:)=ad , the leading coefficient of A. Define
Ad (H)=[:: : is algebraic, deg(:)=d, H(:)H]
and
A d (H)=[: # Ad (H): den(:)=l.c.(:)].
Corollary 1. Let d1 be fixed. Uniformly for H2 we have
|A d (H)|
|Ad (H)|
=`
p \1&
1
p3
(1&1pd&1)
(1&1pd+1)++Od \
log2 H
H + .
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Proof. Every polynomial in Id (H) has d distinct roots, and every
algebraic number in Ad (H) is the root of two distinct polynomials in
Id (H). Thus,
(2d ) |Ad (H)|=|Id (H)|=
(2H)d+1
`(d+1) \1+Od \
log2 H
H ++ (12)
by (7). Let
I d (H)={A(x)= :
d
i=0
aixi # Id (H): den(A)=|ad |= .
As above, we have
(2d )|A d (H)|=|I d (H)|=|P d (H)|&|P d (H)&I d (H)|. (13)
Since P d (H)&I d (H)Pd (H)&Id (H), we have that (6) and (7) imply
|P (H)&I d (H)|ReH d log2 H. Replacing this in (13) and dividing the
result by (12) gives Corollary 1 upon application of (11). K
Lastly, we provide an answer to Question 2 by considering the set of
algebraic numbers : satisfying H(:)H and deg (:)d. Taking the ratio
of the number of such : satisfying den(:)=ad to the total number of such
algebraic numbers and allowing H   then d   gives our result.
Corollary 2. We have
lim
d  
lim
H  
|kd A k(H)|
|kd Ak(H)|
=
1
`(3)
.
Proof. By (12) we have |kd Ak(H)|=|Ad (H)|(1+Od (1H)) and by
Corollary 1 of Theorem 2 we have |kd A k(H)|=|A d (H)|(1+Od (1H)).
Now, Corollary 2 follows directly from Corollary 1. K
5. Additional Remarks
Let A(x)=adxd+ } } } +a0 # Z[x]. it follows from the Corollary to
Theorem 1 that if (ad , ad&1)=1, then den(A)=|ad |. More generally, we
can consider the case where (ad , ad&1)=g. It can be shown that the num-
ber of A # Pd (H) with den(A)=|ad |, given that (ad , ad&1)=g, is
asymptotic to
|+(g)|(2H)d+1
`(2) g2
`
p | g \1&
1
pd&1+\1&
1
p+1+
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as H  . The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2. It can also be
shown that the total number of polynomials in Pd (H) satisfying
(ad , ad&1)=g is asymptotic to
(2H)d+1
`(2) g2
`
p | g \1&
1
pd&1+
as H  . Hence, the chance that a primitive polynomial satisfying
(ad , ad&1)=g has den(A)=|ad | is given by
|+(g)| g `
p | g
1
p+1
.
We now consider the case of arbitrary integer polynomials. Let
Ud (H)={A(x)= :
d
i=0
aixi # Z[x]: ad{0, |ai |H (0id )=
and
U d (H)={A(x)= :
d
i=0
aixi # Ud (H): den(A)=|ad |= .
Note that if A(x)=adxd+ } } } +a0 # Z[x] has content c>1, then
den(A){|ad | because by (1) and (3) we have
den(A)=den((1c) A)|ad |c.
This implies
U d (H)=P d (H). (14)
So, from Theorem 2 we have
lim
H  
|U d (H)|
|Ud (H)|
=`
p \1&
1
p3
&
1
pd+1
+
1
pd+2+ . (15)
Again, the ratio approaches 1`(3) as d  . Here, the product approaches
1`(3) from below, whereas the density in Pd (H) approaches 1`(3) from
above.
Lastly, we note that |U d (H)| can be estimated directly. In order to
achieve this, instead of estimating |Sr | as in Lemma 2, one considers
|p | r Tp |, where
Tp={ :
d
i=0
aixi # Ud (H): ( p2 | ad , p | ad&1) or ( p2 |3 ad , p | ai (0id))= .
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It can be shown that if r is squarefree with 1rH, then
},p | r Tp }=(2H)
d+1 `
p | r \
1
p3
+
1
pd+1 \1&
1
p+++Od \
Hd log(r+1)
r + .
It then easy to see, using an analog of (10) and the arguments following
(10) in Theorem 2, that
|U d (H)|=(2H)d+1 `
p \1&
1
p3
&
1
pd+1
+
1
pd+2++Od (Hd log2 H).
Note that, in view of (14), this yields another derivation of (11) in a some-
what disguised form. It is then possible to give alternative proofs of
Theorem 2, its corollaries, and (15) as well.
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